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          These are various articles, postings, clippings, tidbits, and other bits of 
small, useful info not big enough for a full article. (These are unedited for the
most part so my apologies for lack of spellng, grammar, etc)

 
udora Email Passwords:

If your victim is using Eudora mail just follow the steps listed below to find 
out their email/shell password.

1.    Open the "Eudora Settings" file with ResEdit
(The file is located in the Eudora folder in your system folder.)
2.    Open the STR# resource
3.    Open resource ID 1000 ("Prefs")

String 3 is the vitim's email address.
String 31 is thier password.

If string 31 is blank then they have the "remember password" feature turned 
off.

This may seem trivial but it is especially useful when searching for passwords
on networked university machines.

- Void

 
indoze Holes

Firstly, it should be said that windows doesn't have security holes. You see, 
you need a shred of security to even have a hole for starters. OK, now to the 
how to act out these deeds. Windoze 95, as we all know, is an OS that was 
doomed from the onset. The hype surrounding it well before its release and 
Bill 'Satan' Gates coupled with the developers being unable to smooth over 
the gaping problems with it resultin hort, was screwed. And no further 



revisions since. What does that mean? Two years of learning how to screw it 
up, and two years of refinement. I have classified these tricks in the 'easy', or
idiotic range to the intermediate *hacker*. I mean, hacking isn't really 
counted with Windoze, until you get
to NT servers and advanced hacking. See next article for that. 
OK, here is the lamer ways to access all of Windows when you've got no 
privledges. 

1. MSIE (Internet Explorer for newbies)

Oh, what a walking fuckup of Micro$loth. Ok, access this program, an type in 
c: Wow!! you got the hard drive!! What a hacker!! Now, that, any one can do 
that, but you want more?? steak knives?? No, you want to know how to 
access network drives! Ok, not many people know about a program called 
winfile.exe, so go an look in the c:/windows dir and go find it. Wow!! Anything
that is connected to that computer => ie network drives is listed along with 
the complete hard drive!! phun phun phun! You want more?? how about 
getting around the restrictions? Well, try alt+esc on bootup b4 the 'start' 
button appears, and you now have the task manager. OHH! WOW! Now, go 
and browse the HD and you can do the same.

2. Safe Mode

Oh what another fuck-up of the Micro$loth machine. A special mode for 
diagnostic checks, and for *hackers* to hold a reign of terror on their 
terminal. How To: Boot PC. After sys check and just before 'Starting Windoze 
95' press F8. Oops! You just got seven or eight ways to play! Ok, if you want 
to start up DOS from the menu right now, you know what you are doing in 
there so I'll leave you. BUT before you go, how about some tips for 
destruction. Get to the prompt, and type '/cd', then type 'format c:' hit Y and 
smile wickedly if you don't like the owners of the system. Back to
Windows. At that menu, choose option3, or Safe Mode. Now you get desktop 
access.

3. Changing your profiles without admin access while using a workstation on 
a WinNT server. 

Ok, now I assume you have brains, so I will only tell you a little bit of the how
to for this. Ok, get to the hard drive, get the c:\windows dir and choose the 
profiles folder. If your name is there, drag some shortcuts in there for you. 
Telnet, Solitare Minesweeper, Paint and other stuff is good to show your 
friends what a *hacker* you really are. Just make sure they aren't real 
hackers, otherwise, you might be given shit for the rest of your life as being a
lamer, if even that.
4. Just a little tip. If you are a true lamer, try clicking cancel on the password 
prompt. This often bypasses the high security system of windows. It will set 



you to the defaults, and if you're lucky, you will get some things to play with, 
if you aren't, you got plenty of things to do totally anonymously.

- Somatic

 

ethods for defeating Cyber Patrol:

1.    Start up with extensions off and delete the extension.

2.    Change the creator and type of the CyberPatrol extension.

3.    If you are really bold you could use this method: 

Open the Cyber Patrol application with ResEdit.
Open the STR# resource. Open resource ID 300 with the hex editor, option 
return.    (HQ Password) Delete ALL of the hex and replace it with:
00 01 1F 12 DD 41 63 F1 71 83 C5 70 DA 6E 28 9D
5B 83 83 70 B6 28 02 DB 5B A9 EF 5A F0 44 02 B7
71 A9

Save your changes and quit.
This will change the default admin password to "hack"
Now you can change any preferences you wish.

- Void

 

ethods for defeating Surf Watch:

1.    Start up with extensions off and delete the control panel.

2.    Change the creator and type of the Surf Watch control panel.

3.    If you are really bold you could use this method: 

Open the Surf Watch control panel with ResEdit.
Open the SURF resource. Open ID 0. Everything before offset 41 is useless to 
you. Offset 41 defines the number of characters in the password. The 
password itself starts at offset 42. So go to offset 41 and replace it and 
everything until the end with:
04 98 9F 9D 95 03 BE 91 9E



Save your changes and quit. That will change the default password to "hack" 
and register the control panel to "Bob"

You may want to note that 04 defines the number of characters in the 
password and 03 defines the number of characters in the owner name, in 
this case the password is hack and the owner is Bob.

The password encryption scheme is pretty simple, here is a chart of the 
encrypted letters:
(This is an incomplete list, only letters are listed)
HEX                  Character
9F

a
9E

b
9D

c
9C

d
9B



e
9A

f
99

g
98

h
97

i
96



j
95

k
94

l
93

m
92

n
91

o



90

p
8F

q
8E

r
8D

s
8C

t
8B



u
8A

v
89

w
88

x
87

y
86



z

BF

A
BE

B
BD

C
BC

D
BB

E
BA



F
B9

G
B8

H
B7

I
B6

J
B5



K
B4

L
B3

M
B2

N
B1

O
B0

P
AF



Q
AE

R
AD

S
AC

T
AB

U
AA



V
A9

W
A8

X
A7

Y
A6

Z

- Void

 

efeating FolderBolt:



The following methods assume they did *not* use encryption, just the basic 
password-security "bolting".    If they used encryption, your best bet (unless 
you're the personal owner of Deep Blue) is to torture them until they give up 
the password.

1) The Find Method

Try to find out a partial name of one of the files in the protected folder. Even 
a little scrap will do it.    Now choose "Find..." from the file menu, and enter 
the filename hint.    It'll find all occurences of the file, even the ones inside 
the protected folder.    It can do this, because FolderBolt doesn't patch the 
kernel, so it only protects against direct "open" attempts.    Now, if you have 
7.5.3, you'll see a results list where you can edit, open, delete the file you 
found without being asked for a password. However this only works after you
know some filenames inside the folder...if you don't, proceed to the next 
phase.

Oh... from the "Results" dialog, you can drag things to unprotected folders if 
you want easier access to them.

Of course, if they have FolderBolt *and* FoolProof installed (bloody
paranoids), you can't drag.    So just use Delete-O-Bitch, which will give you a
(somewhat ugly) directory listing and will delete the files for you.

2) The Nutscrape Method

This is a much sweeter/easier method, but you can't modify files.    However, 
once you have the names you can use the above method to edit and delete 
them. This is it.    Go into Netscape, any version.    In the URL, type the *local*
URL of the folder, remembering to replace spaces with %20.    For example, 
the folder "secret things" in the disk "SwankDrive X" would look like:

file:///SwankDrive%20X/secret%20things/

This will give a directory listing of the folder, and you can open any
Netscape-readable files (Text, html, JPEG, etc) just by clicking on them.

Oh by the way, that little hack works with AtEase too, as long as Netscape is 
one of the "blessed" applications. You *might* be able to use Netscape 
3.0Gold's "Edit" function on the files, but I've never tried it so don't quote me
on that.

Other browsers (Mosaic, MacWeb, Microsuck IE) might work, but if you're not 
using Netscape you're lame anyways.



3) FolderBolt's Cheap Attempts

You might be thinking "Yeah homes, but why don't I just disable to goddamn 
extension and save myself the trouble?".    Well, FolderBolt, in a rare glimpse 
of intelligence, took care of that.

If you bolt the folder "Pornography", the files are actually moved to a 
different, invisible folder.    They usually have numerical names, like 6554, 
and are in the root directory of the hard drive on which "Pornography" 
resides.

If you restart, and open the folder, you'll find it's not protected at all. It's also 
empty.    This is because when you unbolt a folder it displays the listing of the
invisible folder.

Well, obtain ResEdit.    Or something.    Now choose "Get File/Folder Info...", 
and find the invisible folder.    Remember, look for a numerical name and in 
the root directory.    When you find it, select it and hit "Get Info". Uncheck the 
boxes marked "Invisible" and "Locked", and close ResEdit, saving changes.    
You might have to diddle around, closing the hard drive window and re-
opening it, but it will eventually become visible, at which point you can 
plunder it.    And the person will never know the difference, as long as you 
change the "Invisible" and "Locked" flags back when you're
done.

This assumes only one bolted folder.    If there are more, ther'll be more 
invisible directories.    Smart guy.

- MacB3th

 

 Beginners Guide to E-mail Bombs

          Email bombing a person means you subscribe without their permission 
them to hundreds (more like thousands) of useless mailing lists so when they
check their email they have to download thousands of messages.    This does 
crap to their computer but it sure works at pissing people off.

          This, I think is the easiest and most effective way of mail bombing    
someone, there are other ways for different mailers but since I use Euodora I 
don't remember the others.



          First open your e-mailer (I think you can only use Eudora).    Then go to 
the settings menu.    Once your their click on the personal information menu. 
Under return address and POP account (Putting their e-mail address under 
POP account won't do anything but I know people who can trace who 
bombed them if you do not change this) enter your victims e-mail address 
and under Real Name put the targets name.

          Then you must subscribe them to a mailing list by making a new 
message (notice the victims name and email address in the from menu) and 
send it to listserv@listserv.net.    Here is a list of which you can subscribe 
them to. In the message you might want to put their name after the thing 
your subscribing them to because some servers wont put them on their 
mailing list unless the name is their. Eg. subscribe A-GROUP John Doe.
subscribe A-GROUP    

subscribe AA-L
subscribe AAACRAOL    

subscribe AAAE
subscribe AAAE-C        

subscribe AAAE-E        

subscribe AAAE-S        

subscribe AAAE-W        

subscribe AAASCS        

subscribe AAUW-L 

subscribe ABILITY
subscribe ABLE-JOB
subscribe ABLE-L
subscribe ABLUSERS
subscribe ABSAME-L
subscribe ABSJRN-L
subscribe ABSLST-L
subscribe ABTS-GOV
subscribe ABTS-L
subscribe ABUSE-L
subscribe ACA-L
subscribe ACAC
subscribe ACADDR-L
subscribe ACADEM+
subscribe ACADEMIA
subscribe    ACADINFO
subscribe ACADLABS
subscribe ACADLIST
subscribe ACADME-L
subscribe ACADNEWS
subscribe ACADPERS



subscribe ACADQUAL
subscribe ACADV
subscribe ACAFEN-L
subscribe ACAPPL
subscribe ACC-PHYS
subscribe ACCESS-L
subscribe ACCIBD
subscribe ACCMAIL
subscribe ACCRI-L
subscribe ACCT-L
subscribe ACCULA-L
subscribe ACC210
subscribe ACD-L
subscribe ACDGIS-L
subscribe ACES-L
subscribe ACESGLBI
subscribe ACHE-L
subscribe ACL-L
subscribe ACM-L
subscribe ACMBSBBS
subscribe ACMET-L
subscribe ACMR-L
subscribe ACMSTCHP
subscribe ACOLUG
subscribe ACORN-L
subscribe ACPACOM6
subscribe ACPB-L
subscribe ACPC
subscribe ACRL-FRM
subscribe ACSMEDI
subscribe ACSOFT-L
subscribe ACSSY
subscribe ACSSYEX
subscribe ACTA-L
subscribe ACTASK-L
subscribe ACTFLSIG
subscribe ACTIV-L
subscribe ACTIVE-L
subscribe ACTMUS-L
subscribe ACTNOW-L
subscribe ACTOR-L
subscribe ACTS
subscribe ACTS-L
subscribe ACTVST-L
subscribe ACT2
subscribe ACUA-L
subscribe ACUAIS-L
subscribe ACUAMD-L
subscribe ACUHOI-L
subscribe ACUMGN-L
subscribe ACVAMP-L
subscribe AC603-L
subscribe ADA-LAW
subscribe ADANET
subscribe ADAP-ORG
subscribe ADAPT-L
subscribe ADD-L
subscribe ADD_MED
subscribe ADDICT-L
subscribe ADDKIDS
subscribe ADDULT



subscribe ADEC-DIG
subscribe ADEC-HRF
subscribe ADEC-PGM
subscribe ADEC-STC
subscribe ADEPTX-L
subscribe ADF-ANNOUNCE
subscribe ADF-DISCUSS
subscribe ADF-SOLITARIES
subscribe ADF-WWW
subscribe ADJUNCT
subscribe ADLSTRR
subscribe ADLTED-L
subscribe ADMITDUG
subscribe ADMOFF
subscribe ADN-L
subscribe ADND-L
subscribe ADOL-L
subscribe ADOPTEES
subscribe ADOPTION
subscribe ADORE-L
subscribe ADPTC-L
subscribe ADR-L
subscribe ADS-L
subscribe ADSM-L
subscribe ADSM-PROJEKT-L
subscribe ADSM-R
subscribe ADV-HTML
subscribe ADV-PAS
subscribe ADVANC-L
subscribe ADVANCED
subscribe ADVANSYS-L
subscribe ADVDB2-L
subscribe ADVISE-L
subscribe ADVISORS
subscribe ADVISR-L
subscribe ADVNET
subscribe ADVOCACY
subscribe ADVTHE-L
subscribe AE
subscribe AECLEO-L
subscribe AECP-L
subscribe AECT-L
subscribe AEC1-L
subscribe AEC2-L
subscribe AEC3-L
subscribe AEC4-L
subscribe AEC5-L
subscribe AEC6-L
subscribe AEGEE-INT-L
subscribe AEGEE-L
subscribe AEGEE-REG-L
subscribe AEITC-L
subscribe AEJMC
subscribe AEJMC93D
subscribe AEMA-L
subscribe AEPDC
subscribe AEPDCC
subscribe AERA
subscribe AERA-A
subscribe AERA-B
subscribe AERA-C



subscribe AERA-D
subscribe AERA-E
subscribe AERA-F
subscribe AERA-G
subscribe AERA-GSL
subscribe AERA-H
subscribe AERA-I
subscribe AERA-J
subscribe AERA-K
subscribe AERA-MI
subscribe AERA-VC
subscribe AERARWEL
subscribe AERE-L
subscribe AEROCOM
subscribe AEROSO-L
subscribe AEROSP-L
subscribe AESRG-L
subscribe AFAM-L
subscribe AFAMHED
subscribe AFAMLIT
subscribe AFAS-L
subscribe AFFAM-L
subscribe AFFECTD
subscribe AFFIRMNET
subscribe AFIP
subscribe AFLA
subscribe AFNS
subscribe AFPOLICY
subscribe AFRICA-L
subscribe AFRICA-N
subscribe AFRICON
subscribe AFRICPOP
subscribe AFRIK-IT
subscribe AFRIMUSE
subscribe AFRINET
subscribe AFRITECH
subscribe AFROAM-L
subscribe AFROTC
subscribe AFT
subscribe AFWEEKLY
subscribe AFWOSCHO
subscribe AG-EXP-L
subscribe AG-IS-NJ
subscribe AG-LIT
subscribe AG-WWW-P
subscribe AG_FAC-L
subscribe AG_SUP-L
subscribe AGCOMP1
subscribe AGE-L
subscribe AGECON-L
subscribe AGECONL
subscribe AGED-L
subscribe AGFTECH
subscribe AGING-DD
subscribe AGING-L
subscribe AGNEW-L
subscribe AGNEWS
subscribe AGNMORE
subscribe AGRAMB
subscribe AGRIC-L
subscribe AGROECOL



subscribe AGS-ISG
subscribe AG292-L
subscribe AHANET
subscribe AHEADNET
subscribe    AHEC-PA
subscribe AHP
subscribe AI-UMN
subscribe AIA-FTIR
subscribe AIAA
subscribe AIAS-MN
subscribe AIBI-L
subscribe AIBIBL
subscribe AICAN
subscribe    AICP
subscribe AICS-L
subscribe AID-ECON
subscribe AIDIPE-L
subscribe AIDSBKRV
subscribe AIES-ER
subscribe AIES-EXC
subscribe AIES-HR
subscribe AIES-OFF
subscribe AIES-SLS
subscribe AIESEC-L
subscribe AIKIDO-L
subscribe AION
subscribe AIR-L
subscribe AIRCLUB
subscribe AIRCRAFT
subscribe AIREDALE-L
subscribe AIRLINE
subscribe AIRNEWS
subscribe AIS
subscribe AISE-L
subscribe AIXNEWS
subscribe AJCUASD
subscribe AJCUAVP
subscribe AJCUCOMP
subscribe AJCUEDU
subscribe AJCUFAID
subscribe AJCUILL
subscribe AJCUJHEH
subscribe AJCULIB
subscribe AJCUMISS
subscribe AJCUNURS
subscribe AJCUPRES
subscribe AJCURECT
subscribe AJCUREG
subscribe AJCURES
subscribe AJCUSERV
subscribe AKFREN-L
subscribe AKGIS-L
subscribe AKHBAR
subscribe AKLATN-L
subscribe AKMEK-L
subscribe .-L
subscribe AL-SAT
subscribe
subscribe ALA-SERV
subscribe ALA-WO
subscribe ALAA



subscribe ALACRO-L
subscribe ALADNOW
subscribe ALANEWS
subscribe ALAOIF
subscribe ALAORPC
subscribe ALASC-L
subscribe ALAWORLD
subscribe ALAYALIT
subscribe ALBA-BISEDAFredrik
subscribe ALBA-LAJME
subscribe ALBSTUD-L
subscribe ALCOHOL
subscribe ALCOINFO
subscribe ALCOM
subscribe ALCOMPI
subscribe ALCTS
subscribe ALCTSCRG
subscribe ALEPHINT
subscribe ALERT
subscribe ALF-L
subscribe ALFI
subscribe ALG-GEOM
subscribe ALGAE-L
subscribe ALGNEWS
subscribe ALHELA
subscribe ALIANZA-L
subscribe ALICETEC
subscribe ALIENS-L
subscribe ALISEINT
subscribe ALLCEL
subscribe ALLERGY
subscribe ALLIANCE
subscribe ALLIN1-L
subscribe ALLMAN
subscribe ALLMUSIC
subscribe ALMS-NN
subscribe ALPHA-CHURCH
subscribe ALPHA-L
subscribe ALPINE-L
subscribe ALSAME
subscribe ALSBFEM
subscribe ALSBNEWS
subscribe ALSBTALK
subscribe ALSC-L
subscribe ALT
subscribe ALTA-L
subscribe ALTER-EE
subscribe ALTEREGO-L
subscribe ALTERTOX
subscribe ALTLEARN
subscribe ALTMED
subscribe ALTSPECS
subscribe ALUM-CAN
subscribe ALUMLIST
subscribe ALUMNI-L
subscribe ALUMVOL
subscribe AMALGAM
subscribe AMCA-L
subscribe AMEND1-L
subscribe AMERCATH
subscribe AMFAC-L



subscribe AMGRAD
subscribe AMIA-CCWG
subscribe AMIA-L
subscribe AMIED-L
subscribe AMIEDC-L
subscribe AMIGA
subscribe AMIGA-NEW
subscribe AMIGA-TOP
subscribe AMIGA-TR
subscribe AMIGAHAR
subscribe AMINT-L
subscribe AML-LIT
subscribe AMLG-L
subscribe AMLIT-L
subscribe AMLIT1-L
subscribe AMLIT1B-L
subscribe AMLIT2-L
subscribe AMNESTY
subscribe AMODLMKT
subscribe AMORC-L
subscribe AMPCHI
subscribe AMPNSF
subscribe AMPUTEE
subscribe AMSCOM-L
subscribe AMSSIS-A
subscribe AMSSIS-C
subscribe AMSSIS-E
subscribe AMSSIS-H
subscribe AMSSIS-L
subscribe AMSSIS-R
subscribe AMSSIS-S
subscribe AMSSIS-T
subscribe AMSSISFA
subscribe AMSSMNET
subscribe AMSTDIS
subscribe AMUN
subscribe AMYTEST
subscribe ANAHITA
subscribe ANALYSIS
subscribe ANCANACH
subscribe ANCIEN-L
subscribe ANDERE-L
subscribe ANEMO-L
subscribe ANEST-L
subscribe ANESTNED-L
subscribe ANET-L
subscribe ANGELS
subscribe ANGLICAN
subscribe ANH-ALL
subscribe ANI-L
subscribe ANIMAL-TRACTI...
subscribe ANIME-L
subscribe ANITEP-L
subscribe ANKIETA
subscribe ANMGT-L
subscribe ANN-LOTS
subscribe ANNEN-L
subscribe ANNERICE
subscribe ANNOUNCE
subscribe ANSADM
subscribe ANSAX-L



subscribe ANSCI-L
subscribe ANSIREXX
subscribe ANSP-L
subscribe ANSSTDS
subscribe ANSVEKON
subscribe ANTHCLUB
subscribe ANTHRO-L
subscribe ANU-NEWS
subscribe ANYFORM
subscribe AOL-EZONE
subscribe AOLSAILFORUM
subscribe AOUNET-L
subscribe APACIC-L

subscribe APALA-L
subscribe APAR-L
subscribe APARENT
subscribe APASD-L
subscribe APASLN
subscribe APASSC
subscribe APDA
subscribe APEVENTS
subscribe APEX-L
subscribe APEXJ-L
subscribe APHAMH-L
subscribe APICS
subscribe APL-ERS
subscribe APL-L
subscribe APLEDU-L
subscribe APLIEM-L
subscribe APO
subscribe APO-AA-L
subscribe APO-L
subscribe APOC
subscribe APOR6-L
subscribe APOSOC-L
subscribe APO84-L
subscribe APPALDEV
subscribe APPAM-L
subscribe APPLE-PL
subscribe APPLE2-L
subscribe APPLE3-L
subscribe APPLSPEC
subscribe APRIORI-L
subscribe APSAC-L
subscribe APSSCNET
subscribe AQUARIUM
subscribe AQUIFER
subscribe AR
subscribe ARACOM-L
subscribe ARAF
subscribe ARAGON-L
subscribe ARBOOKS
subscribe ARCANA
subscribe ARCDIRECT
subscribe ARCH
subscribe ARCH-L
subscribe ARCHIVES
subscribe ARCHTF-L
subscribe ARCHWEB-L



subscribe ARCITRON
subscribe ARCLIB-L
subscribe ARCO
subscribe ARCTECH
subscribe ARCUP
subscribe AREE-D
subscribe ARGODATA
subscribe ARGTHRY
subscribe ARGUS-L
subscribe ARHLIST
subscribe ARIA-L
subscribe ARIE-L
subscribe ARIL-L
subscribe ARIZONA
subscribe ARIZSLS
subscribe ARKNET-L
subscribe ARKTECH
subscribe ARLIS-AZ
subscribe ARLIS-L
subscribe ARLIS-NE
subscribe ARML
subscribe ARMS-L
subscribe ARNBOARD
subscribe ARNEWS-L
subscribe ARNOMAN
subscribe ARPABBS
subscribe ARRTECH
subscribe ARS-MAGICA-L
subscribe ARSCWK-L
subscribe ARSLIST
subscribe ARSSIS
subscribe ARTCRIT
subscribe ARTHURNET
subscribe ARTIFACT
subscribe ARTIST-L
subscribe ARTLIST
subscribe ARTMGT-L
subscribe ARTNINE
subscribe ARTSMIN
subscribe ARTS94-L
subscribe ART193
subscribe ARU
subscribe ASA-L
subscribe ASACNET
subscribe ASAONET
subscribe ASASCAN
subscribe ASC-L
subscribe ASCAR-L
subscribe ASCDOC-L
subscribe ASCIIART
subscribe ASCLA-L
subscribe ASD
subscribe ASDFTD-L
subscribe ASEE-L
subscribe ASHA
subscribe ASHE-L
subscribe ASHR-L
subscribe ASIA
subscribe ASIPP-L
subscribe ASISMI
subscribe ASJMC



subscribe ASJMCXC
subscribe ASKNSTW
subscribe ASKSAM-L
subscribe ASME14-L
subscribe ASPINK-12
subscribe ASPIRE-L
subscribe ASPSYCH
subscribe ASSEMBLER-LIST
subscribe ASSESS
subscribe ASSESS-P
subscribe ASSISI-L
subscribe ASSMPC
subscribe ASTA-L
subscribe ASTMSRCH
subscribe ASTR-L
subscribe ASTRO-L
subscribe ASTRO-PH
subscribe ASTRO_ESPANA
subscribe ASTROL-L
subscribe ASTUTE-L
subscribe AST192
subscribe AST192-1
subscribe AST192-2
subscribe ASUSAT
subscribe ASUSPAN
subscribe ASYSM-L
subscribe ASZ-L
subscribe AT-AGRO
subscribe AT-BIBL
subscribe AT-BOLCS
subscribe AT-KOZIG
subscribe AT-MATEM
subscribe AT-MUSZ
subscribe AT-MUZ
subscribe AT-NET
subscribe AT-ORVOS
subscribe AT-PEDAG
subscribe AT-PROF
subscribe AT-TARS
subscribe AT-TERM
subscribe ATAGRI
subscribe ATARI-NEW
subscribe ATARI-TOP
subscribe ATEG
subscribe ATEG-L
subscribe ATHEBRD
subscribe ATHEFRM
subscribe ATHEMOO
subscribe ATHENA
subscribe ATHENEWS
subscribe ATHETALK
subscribe ATHG
subscribe ATHTRN-L
subscribe ATIDVR-L
subscribe ATLANT-L
subscribe ATLANTIA
subscribe ATLANTIS
subscribe ATLAS-L
subscribe ATLAS-TI
subscribe ATLWS
subscribe ATM-WG



subscribe ATMWWW-L
subscribe ATP-EMTP
subscribe ATS
subscribe ATTACH
subscribe ATTADMUG
subscribe ATTITUDE
subscribe AUCAP-L
subscribe AUDEMS-L
subscribe AUDIT-L
subscribe AUDITORY
subscribe AUFS-L
subscribe AUGLBC-L
subscribe AUGMENT-ED
subscribe AUIDN-L
subscribe AULCCD
subscribe AUMUG-L
subscribe AUSA
subscribe AUSPJ-L
subscribe AUSSIE-L
subscribe AUSTEN-L
subscribe AUSTLIT
subscribe AUTCIE-L
subscribe AUTEWD-L
subscribe AUTHOR-L
subscribe AUTISM        
subscribe AUTOCAT
subscribe AUTORACE
subscribe AUTORECY
subscribe AUTOTECHNET
subscribe AVARICE
subscribe AVHIMA-L
subscribe AVI-L
subscribe AVIATION
subscribe AVISO-L
subscribe AVI120-L
subscribe AVTECH-L
subscribe AWARE
subscribe AWBTEAM-L
subscribe AWISNEOC
subscribe    AWRSP
subscribe AXE-L
subscribe AXE-LIST
subscribe    AXE-TALK
subscribe AXIOM
subscribe AXSLIB-L
subscribe AYN-RAND
subscribe AYN-REVU
subscribe AYN-TECH
subscribe AYSO-L
subscribe AYUDANET
subscribe AZ-DCE-USERS
subscribe AZALUM
subscribe AZARC-L
subscribe AZCENTER
subscribe AZCOMP
subscribe AZRKBA
subscribe AZSRACAD
subscribe AZTLAN
subscribe AZWOMEN
subscribe A205-L
subscribe A302RH-LIST



subscribe BA-ABERDEEN
subscribe BA-AO
subscribe BABSON
subscribe BACCHUS
subscribe BACHECA
subscribe BACKMED
subscribe BACKSERV
subscribe BACKUP_COMET
subscribe BACKUP_GEMINI
subscribe BACKUP_GORGON
subscribe BACKUP_MEDUSA
subscribe BACKUP_MIS
subscribe BACKUP_MVS
subscribe BACKUP_RUBY
subscribe BACKUP_SIRENS
subscribe BACKUP_SIS
subscribe BACKUP_SUNOS
subscribe BACKUP_VENUS
subscribe BACKUP_VMSTEAM
subscribe BAG-L
subscribe BAIT-L
subscribe BAKERC
subscribe BAL-L
subscribe BALDY-L
subscribe BALINT
subscribe BALITA-L
subscribe BALLROOM
subscribe BALLROOM-M
subscribe BALT-L
subscribe BALTJ-L
subscribe BALTSEA
subscribe BAMAFAN
subscribe BANET

Programs

          These are some of the programs I use to make bombing much easier.

Bombtrack - This new program allows you to subscribe someone easily to 
about 108 mailing lists, also lets you preform fake mailings.    All with a Rage 
against the Machine music clip.

Flamethrower - This program lets you bomb someone much easier than 
bombtrack but not to as many mailing lists.    It's essential that you read the 
readme before you run this because the in program help doesn't work very 
well.

These are the two best (or the only ones I've found) mailbombers.

- Toxin



 

acking On Guard

      A little background first. On-Gaurd is a security program for the 
macintosh.    It is used in some schools in place of FoolProof.    I had looked 
around all the hackintosh sites for an on guard hack Faq but I couldnt find 
any so I sat down and wrote my own.    But enough of this shit on to the 
goodstuff.

The first thing you need to know when hacking on-gaurd is thet security is of 
utmost importance.    I can't stess this enough IF YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL AT 
HACKING ON-GAURD TELL NO ONE !!!! This includes all your hacking friends, 
teacers, parents, siblings, the media etc.    Also try to get at a computer that 
wont be immediately associated with you or better yet one thet will be 
traced to someone completely different.

There are three basic ways you can get past on guard; the non software 
approch, the software approach, and the last ditch zip drive approach.

I.    The non software approach:
          This method is the easiest and therefore the least likely to work. Find 
out what system you are running.    If you have sys7.5 or better great keep 
going.    Next go to the find file under the apple menu.    Search for 
preferences or prefs.    If you find it keep going otherwise try the next 
method.    open the on guard preferences folder from inside find file and drag 
the users file into the trash.    IMPORTANT: do not empty the trash.    Simply 
restart the computer.    It will throw up the login screen login as Administrator
password Admin and you're in.    congratulations you have successfully 
hacked on gaurd
Cleanup:    once you are done doing whatever it was you were doing as 
administrator ;-) bring the original users pref out of the trash and replace the
new users file youll find in on gaurd prefds with the old one.    Try to leave the
computer as you found it.    Get a program like big secret to hide any newly 
installed files and folders and before you exit trash the on gaurd log.    Use 
burn preferably.    Tip: install invisible oasis so you can find out your real 
administrators password.

II.    Software Approach:
          Get Disk tools , A shareware program from any info mac ftp or search for
it at    http://www.filez.com    Next find a computer that you can install disk 
tools on and run it.    search for folders but dont try to install it or any other 
file into the system folder it really fucks up the computer.    Trust me I know 
from experience ;-).    Once you have disk tools installed use it to move the 



users file into the trash just like in the non software approach. Restart and 
enter Administraor as login and Admin as password. You now have an 
unprotected computer. Have fun!

III.    Zip Drive Approach:
        Step one Acquire a zip drive and at least one disk.    Put Disk tools (see 
method two) And have zip tools on it.    Follow the standard directions for 
hooking up a Zip drive to the computer insert the disk and hope the system 
doesnt have any exstensions in it that could really screw up the computer.    
Did I mention this should only be done as a last ditch effort?    Well it should.   
Once the Disk is mounted on the screen you should be able to run programs 
off of it like a second hard drive.    Use approach #II the rest of the way in.

So thats how you hack on gaurd. If you have any tips tricks or helpful hints I 
could add to this FAQ e-mail me at Cybercuzco@hotmail.com

- Cybercuzco

 


